
AT THE TURN OF the century – how prosaic
it feels to start an article like this – Marantz
entered the professional fray of tapeless, digital

location recorders, with the PMD 680 portable PC card
recorder. (Yep, that’s prosaic and you’re only allowed
to use it once. Ed). It was a single-channel device
aimed fair-and-square at radio journalists, and which
attempted to take-on the likes of the Sonifex Courier
and the Maycom Easycorder. At the time of its launch
review in those gay, giddy days that so defined le fin
de siécle, I wrote – without demonstrating too much
scalpel-sharp insight – that this little machine would be
even more competitive when it matured, sprouted
another channel, and operated rather more sensibly as
a 2-channel device. It took Marantz about a year to do
that, in the guise of the PMD 690, and now that has
undergone another transformation.

So is the PMD 670 simply a further refinement of
an established product? Well, yes and no. Some fairly
fundamental changes have gone on in the evolution of
this recorder, and so with some justification Marantz
can claim that the PMD670 is now truly second
generation. However, existing users of the PMD690 –
as well as users of the PMD650 portable MiniDisk
recorder, which shares the same styling, chassis and
ergonomics – will find themselves instantly at home.
But these product refinements have given the Marantz
even more credibility now as a fully-fledged stereo
recorder, and as a serious production tool.

The PMD 670 records to Compact Flash or IBM
Microdrive up to 10Gb, allowing up to 12 hours total
recording time in uncompressed stereo WAV format,
or even longer in compressed form. The formats
available are 16-bit standard wave (.WAV) and
Broadcast Wave (.BWF), MPEG1 Layer II (MP2) or
MPEG1 Layer III (MP3). With switchable bit rates
between 16 and 384kbps and selectable sampling
frequencies of 48, 44.1, 32, 24, 22.05 or 16 kHz, the
file sizes and audio quality are very much under the
user’s control. The files can be loaded directly to a PC
or Mac workstation by the removal of the flashcard or
via the miniature FireWire USB 1.1 I-O port, which
also allows software updates to be uploaded.

The two analogue microphone inputs are on the
right side on balanced female XLR connectors, with
RCA coaxial plugs available for analogue line I-O. A
slider switch alongside the mic inputs selects 48V
phantom. The left hand side of the device has digital 
I-O on RCA plugs, along with the coaxial 13V DC input
socket, charging LED, USB port and the spring-catch
door securing entry to the CF card slot. This spring
mechanism is moulded as part of the plastic door and
doesn’t feel particularly robust, a point presumably felt
by the manufacturer as there is a removable blanking
plug to allow the door to be secured via a small screw. 

An optional, removable screwed cover plate is also
available for the top face of the machine, covering nine
fundamental control switches from unwanted fingers.
These cover microphone attenuation between 0dB or -
20dB; roll-off filters selectable between Flat, Hi-pass or
Hi and Low Pass; limiter selectable between in, off or

Auto Level Control; analogue output selectable
between Stereo, Left or Right; Input Lock off or on;
Prerecord off or on (2 seconds is cached); Automark
on or off; and then controls associated with playback
(EDL play on or off and Repeat all, single or off. EDL
mark instructions are entered during record or
playback and are used to determine playback
order, skipping or repeating a section of
a recording made to the CF
memory card. At
present there are no
real conventions for
the logging of
this data,
although some
users have taken to
using space in the
BWF header. BWF is a
WAV file that includes
information such as time code,
defined by the EBU and recommended
in AES31. While BWF is recognised by PC and Mac
operating systems as a standard WAV, professional
software and workstations get to see the TC-related
information.

The ‘uncovered’ buttons are: Input (switching
between mono, split-track mono, stereo or digital); A-
B repeat (for playback, and the keys for EDL entry
allowing front in, back out and mark points); Track
Jump (to head or tail); and Record Undo. There are
also ‘soft’ transport keys for Rewind, Fast Forward,
Play/Pause, and Stop that also carry data entry
functions of -, +, Enter and Cancel respectively.

The front face of the PMD 670 is very clear and
uncluttered. A 1/4-inch headphone jack mutes the built-
in speaker and a level control sits above it. A good sized
LCD provides clear information regarding recording and
playback, level, set-up and menu information, with
good levels of visibility even in sunlight. A Backlight

key is available on the front and screen information for
recording and set-up parameters may be scrolled
through six pages by a Display key. Key Lock disables
all functions other than the light switch. The Record
switch is a comfortably large, red, thumb-operated

slider-switch, accompanied by a bright red
LED. A smaller pause button sits

alongside. To commence
recording takes one stroke

of the Record slider.
With its

excellent PMD
670, Marantz has
well and truly

redefined the middle
ground for professional

digital recorders. Selling in the UK
for less than £700 (+VAT), this really is

a very capable alternative to DAT for quality, 
2-channel recording applications. And should the
Marantz design team ever decide to include time code
capabilities to this device, I can think of seriously-
priced, well-known contenders in the 2-channel
market that would be desperately caught between a
rock and a hard place. ■

Marantz PMD 670
Latest in a dynasty of portable solid state recorders, the PMD 670 goes 2-track and adds professional value. NEIL HILLMAN says it’s a

serious contender and it’s been worth the wait.
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Affordable quality and features coupled
with intuitive operation and ergonomics.

Build quality is compromised by a flimsy
card slot cover that also lacks a weather
seal.
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